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intellectual should admit to any-
thg but a knowing kind of ag-
nosticism. And so they pounce on
him whenever they can. It has in
fact been said that while reviewers
wil attack any colleague's work
with especially sharpened lances,
for Herman W ouk they wait with
meat cleavers.

To add to the critics' chagrin
is the fact that W ouk has the
Midas touch: everying he writes
is a best seller-even a tract on

Judaism. To those for whom a spot
on the best seller lit is an un-

pardonable sin, W ouk is a constant
transgressor: he is popular, than
which there can be no greater evil.
And so they dimiss him simply as
another conformist, when the trth

is that in his intellecbial honesty

and deep understanding of his own
faith he is the non-conformist
among them. As he wrtes, ~'we
live in a tie when non-belief is

in fashion. . . , but ths popu-
larity of one point of view should
be enough to make any serious
man suspicious, Sheep are sheep,
whether they are all leaping over
the fence or all huddling in the
fold. . , ,"

In reading W ouk, it is important
to keep in mind his purpose in
wrting this book. It is not written
for rabbis or scholars-though they
can learn a great deal from him
in term of style, method, and ap-

proach-but for the intellgent lay-
man, both Jew and non-Jew. If his
findings are not new or profound,
it must be remembered that this
was not intended to be a tract on
Jewish philosophy but rather a
clear exposition of traditional Juda-
ism written from the sympathetic

viewpoint of a man who has a

This Is My God
by HERMAN WOUK

By the time ths review reaches

print, most of the readers of this
joural wil have read WoulÙ book
on Judaism. If they have not, they
should, for this volume is a delight .
to read. Herman W ouk the master
story teller has become Herman
Wouk the master expositor. He is
clear, down to eart, and utterly
channg.

W ouk took a calculated risk in
writig this book. He has the cour-

age-and, more importnt, the
abilty-not to write about Judaism

with a lumbering, awkward hand.
He is not pedantic or vague or
cold or detached or falsely sophisti-
cated. His style is light, his lies
sparkle with grace and good
numor, and his words reflect
warmth and earnestness about
Judaism. .

To those whose approach to reli-
gion must be cluttered with the
jargon of the pseudo-theological,

W ouk's method wil be anathema.
His very pleasantness wil make
him easy prey for the guardians of
our literary tastes who hover over
the erudite reviews and who be-
lieve that the way to the literary
heaven is overgrown with thick
foliage. This clarity wil be con-
fused with oversimplifcation and
his grace of style with lack of
depth.

Especially wil certain Jewish
critics find W ouk a difcult para-
dox. Here is a fist rate writer and
he is ortodox; . a master story
teller and he is observant; a bri-
liant stylist and he sbidies Talmud.
For them W ouk is an unsolved
puzzle: after all, no self-respecting
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genuine love for Torah and
mitzvot, as well as an intellectual
commitment to them. .

Through W ouk' s skiled pen, the
maze of Jewish thinkig takes on
new clarity, the regimen of daily
observances new meanig, the
round of holidays new spiritual
verve and excitement. And who
else but Herman W ouk could tu
the bedlam of children's graggers
and the chaos of a tyical Megilah
reading into something completely

appealing!
It is a stroke of rare good for-

tune for American Ortodoxy that
this kind of a book was written by
this kid of a writer. Here is a
Pulitzer Prize novelist, a writer

whose works have been top attac-
tions on Broadway and Hollywood,
a man who has wandered away
from the traditional fold and has
had a taste of a milieu "unob-
strcted" by daily mitzvot and
prayer and study, and yet has had
the courage to reject the surface

glitter of this kind of existence and
to retur to the way of his fathers.
Does this way of Torah mean a
complete withdrawal from life?

I am not saying . . . that by
keeping up a few formal prac-
tices one can meet in full the
call of the law of Moses, and
for the rest go about a busy
modern existence with an easy
mind. I say that to have Judaism
in one's lie the price is not
total withdrawal from existig
manners, thoughts, and activity;
nor is it the takig on of a way
so tangled and strange as to be
paralyzing; nor is it self-isolation
from the common human des-
tiy. These are popular miscon-

ceptions.
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When a rabbi says that it is pos-
sible to live as a Jew in twentieth
centu America, that is one thg;
when ths kind of a man of letters
says it, that is quite another.

And he says it so well. This
presentation of traditional Judaism
is disarmingly casuaL. W ouk does
not shout at the top of his voice.

He converses amiably inormally.
Hovering in the background is his
revered grandfather who taught
him as a youth. Reminiscing,
W ouk takes down from his shelves
a volume of the Talmud and opens
to the very page which his grand-

father fist taught him and over
which he first "broke his brain."
The page is brown. "Is it because
I pored over the one page for per-
haps a month or more in the
shafted sunight of a Bronx flat?"
And there are brown spots on the
page. W ouk wonders what they
are. Are they the tangerine spots?

"Tears, perhaps, or do tears leave

a stain on a page?"

But W ouk is not all reminis-
cences and fun. He does not skir
any issues and in fact undertakes

to discuss a number of dicut
themes. The mystery of being a
Jew; the daily mitzvot; the Jewish
quest for holiess; the problem of

praying in English; separate seatig
in synagogues; family purity and
mikvah-all find a place in this
volume and all are discussed in-
tellgently, convincingly, and accu-
rately. Particularly effective are hi
sections explaining the what and
why of the Talmud, and the chain
of legal authority though modern
times. Of special interest to the
readers of TRAITION is hi excel-
lent treatment of the principles of
Ortodox Judaism and his eloquent
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description of the present-day vital-
ity of Orthodoxy, a vitality that is
primarily due, as he notes, to its
network of Yeshivot and day
schools.

So well does W ouk handle these

delicate areas that one wishes that
he had devoted at least a few pages
to such fudamental subjects as
the doctrine of God and the revela-
tion at Sinai.

But-there is always a "but" in
a book review-one salient charac-
teristic of W ouk must be noted
here. This reviewer finds him a bit
too sanguine about our present con-
dition, and a little too understand-
ing and lenient with our failings.
There is no serious critical com-
ment about the curent Jewish epi-
demic of religious iliteracy, about
the unwilgness of masses of

Jews to forego personal comforts
for minal observances, about a
lay communty which measures
leadership in terms of Jewish giving
rather than livtng. Whie it is com-
mendable to be so free of bitter-
ness as W ouk is, an occasional
serious critical note would have
strck a better balance.

W ouk even has a kind word for
the often vulgaried Bar Mitzvah
spectaculars: "Fireworks in season

are always welcome, though they
blaze and die at high cost in a short
time." As for the gradual emerg-

ence of Chanukkah as a Jewish sub-
stitute for the Yuletide, this is a

"fortate accident~ because it re-

minds Jews of their Jewishness. He
even finds a rationale for the
Chanukkah-Christmas confsion by

stating that the "feast of the Na-
tivity rests on the victory of Ha-
nukka," for if Antiochus had de-

stroyed Judaism "there would have

been no Chrstmas." This is rather
tenuous, even for the non-Jewish

reader to whom ths apologetic is
directed.

This unwilgness to expose the
fat underbelly of society is appar-

ently a basic W ouk chaarcteristic.
In The Caine Mutiny, for example,

following the climactic court mar..
tial episode which should conclude
the novel, Wouk appends a scene
in which it is made clear that the
Navy's rules are inviolate, that
Queeg was, after all, the captain,
and that the hero is not as blame-

less as one might thin. His guilt?
He challenged the rules of the
game and upset the status quo. A
fuer ilustration: the chief cause

of the nearly unversal critical di-
favor which greeted Marjorie Morn-
ing8tar was the fact that most read-
ers felt that Wauk himself con-
doned the Seder shenanigans and
the Bar Mitzvah colossals which he
depicted. While this reviewer was

one of the few Jews who defended
him in print at that time-the J ew-

ish reviewers were . unusually
caustic in their attacks on him-it
was this same unwilgness to
criticize conditions that led to the
meat cleavers.

This Is My God is in certain
areas an extension of this benevo-

lent atttude. Herman W ouk is a
very patient and understandig
father. Thigs right now are per-
haps not as they should be, but

American Judaism is stil in its in-
fancy; slowly, painully, Jews in this
countr wil retu to Torah. And
the signs of this return, though

superfcial at this point in history,

wil grow dee:Eer as tie goes on.
This is Wauk s faith. And, to be
sure, it is a faith tö which all be-
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lieving Jews wil surely subscribe.
The signs of genuine religion on
the par of many Jews are already

manifest. Of course, W ouk is talk-
ing to non-Jews as well as to Jews,
and perhaps he does not wish to
make all our private problems
public. The only risk is that his
Jewish readers may begin to thin
that the Messiah has already ar-
rived, when in trth an occasional

prodding may hasten his coming.
But this is all really beside the

point. W ouk has made a major con-
tribution to the understandig of
Judaism in America. For the Jewish
reader W ouk presents a convincing
intellectual case for the beauties of
Torah living-perhaps the only
really effective presentation in the
history of American literatue on
Ortodoxy. For the non-Jewish

. reader, this book wil provide a
deeper understanding of the mys-
tery of the Jew and his way of
lie. As such, This Is My God
should be treasured by all men
everywhere.

In commenting upon the passage
from Exodus which gave W ouk his
title and epigraph~ the Talmud

(Shabbat 133b) remarks: .. 'This is
my God and I wil praise Him'
means: praise him with mitzvot."
Among the mitzvot mentioned is
that of writing a Seier Torah, for

the sake of God, ('with :fne ink~
and a fine pen, and by an expert

scribe." This book has been written
for the sake of God, lí shemah: even
its eargs are going to a fund for

charity and education. And it is
in fuIflIent of the rabbinic re,.

quirements that this briliant work
about Torah has been wrtten "with

a .fe pen and by an expert scribe."

E. F.
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Ha-Torah ve'ha-Medinah
edited by SHAUL YISRALI

This 600-page collection of arti-
cles by eminent Israeli rabbis on
practically all types of halakhic

problems, applying Torah prin-
ciples to daily lie in the new state,
represents a fittg tribute and
memorial to the late Chief Rabbi

Herzog to whom the volume is
dedicated. More than anyone else
he devoted all his energy and the
fruits of his mastery of Jewish and
secular wisdom to the application
of Halakhah to the new spheres
opened by Jewish sovereignty in
the homeland.

Halakhc discussion is here pre-
sented on thee diHerent levels:
practical solutions for imediate
pressing problems coming within
rabbinc jurisdiction in the religious
cours of Israel; Torah answers to

contemporary questions which are,
at present, outside rabbinc jurisdic-
tion owing to the secular hold on

Israel, but which are of more than
academic interest and are liable to
Inuence public policy and opinon;
and, lastly, purely theoretical re-
searches into the realm of "Mes-

sianic Law" representing the
eternal Jewish anticipation of the
restoration of Temple and San-
hedrin.

Characteristically immediate
practical discussion and decisions

loom large. We have reproduced
here discussions that took place in

the Tel Aviv religious court regard-
ing many of the aliony problems
submitted to it. Since marriage and
divorce, and matters arising directly
therefrom, are in the exclusive
jurisdicton of rabbinic cours, a
whole corpus of such decisions has
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sprong up. Responsa literatue thus
now includes not only occasional

and accidental collections of the
answers given by distiguished
rabbis to their inquirers, but also

the systematically published law

reports of the rabbinic cours of
the State of IsraeL. The cases re-

corded are interesting in reflecting
situations that arise almost daily

now as a result of the continual
movement of Jews to and from
Israel as tourists, prospective im-

migrants, or emigrants. Thus, a hus-
band had left Israel with the con-
sent of his wife and subsequently

requested her to join him. He told
the court that his wife had agreed
to his leavig for a number of
years and to join him wherever he
would find a livelihood. The wife
maintained, however, that she had
only agreed to his leaving the
countr for a short visit as a tourist,
in which case she would have been
wiling to join him, but not to his
setting down elsewhere perma-
nently. Was the wife entitled to a
divorce and her ketubah (sette-
ment) and alimony, since they were
married in Israel, and was his de-
mand to ask her to leave unjusti-
fied?

A number of important principles
are clarifed in the course of the

reasoned judgment handed down
regardig the basis of the wife's
right of residence in the original

domicile and the preeminence, of
Eretz Yisrael as the natual domi-
cile of a Jew. Is was decided.that
even if the wife had originally
agreed to join her husband abroad
she could sti retract (in which
case there would have been a qués-
tion of his obligation to support

her-now a moot point) ; In the

case under discussion, however,
where she asserted that she con-
sented only to a holiday abroad
for her husband, and where neither
side had succeeded in substantiat-
ing its contentions, then so long as
the husband has not arranged for
a divorce and ketubah, he stil
must pay alimony.

The ingathering of the exiles
poses many problems in the realm
of personal status particularly with
regard to outlying communities of

the Diaspora that have become re- .
united with the body of their peo-
ple. Rabbi Shaul Yisraeli, rabbi of
KIar Haroeh and editor of the
book, dicusses the question of the
status of the Bnei Israel of Bom-
bay, many of whom have emi-
grated to IsraeL. A centu ago this
community was declared excluded
from the Jewish fold, as regards
the permissibility of intermarriage

with them, not because of any taint
of heresy such as characterized the
Karaites, but simply on the grounds
that the lack of proper spirtual

guides had led to marriages and
divorces not being conducted in
strict accordance with Torah law.
They had brought themselves into
. the category of safek mamzer-
possible ilegitimacy.

Rabbi Yisraeli succeeds in find-
ing halakhic warrant for accepting

the Bnei Israel's valid geneological
status insofar as permitting inter-
marriage with an ordinary Israelite,
but not with a Kohen. But he
leaves the final decision to "great

rabbinic lights of our generation:

He bases his favorable decision on
the grounds that any flaws in their
marriage and divorce ceremonies
arose from ignorance and not il-
wil. No disqualifcation based on
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promicuity (zenut) can be lev-
elled against them. It is only fair
to regard them as we would a
foundlg, in which case we fol-
low the geneological status of the
majority which certainy was
kashef, the ireguarities only affect-

ing a miority.
One question that has recently

become a burg political issue
forms the subject of comprehensive
halakhic dicussion-the age lit,
if any, for rabbinc and judicial
offces. The problem has gained a
more than theoretical piquancy
from the fact that "the age-liit of

seventy five has been fied in Israel

for rabbiic judges, and this has
affected the status of the Chief

Rabbi, who is, in addition to his
purely religious or clerical nmc-'

tions, the president of the Supreme \
Rabbinc Cour. Rabbi Toledano,
the Minter for Religious AHairs,

himself over eighty, wihed to dis-
qualif any candidate for the Chief

Rabbinate who would reach the
retiing age before his five-year
term of offce as Chief Rabbi had
expired. It has been pointed out
that, in a halakhc dicussion on
the problem lublihed in a pre-
vious issue 0 the volume under
review~ Rabbi Toledano hiself
marshalled arguents against the
age disqualication and maintained

that, on the contrary, the sage

mellows with advancing years and,
gains experience. The objectons in
the Jewish Codes were only to
those who became senie.
Rabbi B. Rabinowitz Teomi

deals thoroughly with tls ques-
tion, beging with Maimonides'
rug echoing the Talmud in San-
hedrin 36a that we do not appoint
to the Sanhedrin a man of ad-
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vanced old age, and the Rashba's

observation that this applies even

where he was appointed to the
offce when young. We may retie
him subsequently. But he makes a
ditiction between the Sanedr,
where the disqualication is con-
nected with hi incapacity to ad-
judicate in capital cases (dinei
nefashotJ, and the modern, purely
civi judiciary. The Talmud di-
qualies no judge on account of
age in the case of ordiar civi
cases, and Jewish custom though-
out the ages has made rabbinc
offce a life appoinbnent. The force
of modem secular practice to re-
tie judges at the age of seventy

cannot override these considera-

tions, partcularly since it would
violate the principle of 'we may
add to holiess but not detract
therefrom (má alin be'kodesh . . .).'
Jewish law does not permit demo-
tion from a holy offce to a less
holy one.

A charge often levelled by secu-
larists againt the application of
rabbinic law in general to modern
conditions is that some of its prin-
ciples are impracticable. Such an
accusation has been made againt
the diqualication of self-incrimi-
natig testiony. In the secular
cours of today a man's own con-

fession of guilt, a witness tuing
state's evidence, is an important
weapon in the hands of the prose-
cution. Jewish law, however, re-
fuses to accept self-incriminatory
evidence. Rabbi Y. M. Ginsburg
endeavours to show that, where
necessary in the public interest, a
Jewih cour may punh mown
criminals even on the basis of self-
incriinatory evidence usually di-

qualied by the Torah, 'in order to
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deter the criminal elements' (Mai-

monides, Hil. Rotzeach 2:5).
Where necessary, therefore, a cour
could use its discretionar powers

and utile such evidence without
violatig the principles of Jewish

law. On the other hand, in the or-
dinary circustances, grave mis-
carriages of justice are prevented

by the refusal of a rabbinic cour
to accept confessions on priciple.

It is not always easy for a lawyer
to prove that hi client's confes-

sion was extracted forcibly-espe-
cially in these days of modem
torte which leaves no trace.

Two artcles are devoted to the
topical question of how far an
observant Jew is obliged to go in
reproving his fellow-Jew of violation
of the Torah, and in propagating
the practices of Judaism amongst
his people. The main criterion is
the effectiveness of the rebuke. We
are obliged to save a person from

transgression even by force. The
Beth Din may coerce a husband to
give his wie a divorce, physically

'punhing him til he says 'I agree:
One may tear off the shaatnez
clothes of a Jew even in the mar-
ket place. But all these resorts to
force apply, so proves Rabbi Is-
raeli, the learned editor, to a per-
son who essentially accepts the
yoke of God and the Torah. But
if it is clear to us that by force we
shall not change by one whit the
person's attitude or observance, we
are forbidden to touch hi. On the
contrary, it is our duty to tr to wi

him over by gentle persuasion and
argument. But if we know before-
hand that even a verbal reproof
wil olÙY meet with derision and
have no beneficial effect, we should
keep silent. In this Rabbi Yisraeli

diers from a colleague of his, who

maintains that the Torah's com-
mandment to "surely reprove thy
neighbour" applies even to the in-
corrigibly wicked man. It is our
duty to utter our reproof, come
what may.

The controversy over the recital
of Hallel on Yom ha-Atzmaut con-
tinues in this volume with a fu-
ther championship of its inclusion,
in reply to an arcle appearing in

an American halakhic joural,
Ha-Maor. The author, Rabbi
Nathan Friedman, well known in
Israel for his unequivocal decisions
on modem problems even when
they seem to ru counter to ac-
cepted ideas, proceeds to show that
the miracle of Jewish independ-
ence does not suffer by reason of
the fact that it falls short of the

fu Messianic promise. It is a
miracle complete in itself warrant-
ing the recital of the H allel. This

same author's book of responsa,
Netzer Mataai, is one of thireen

important halakhic works reviewed
at the end of th collection. His
most controversial decision was
that permitting the tug off of
the gas main on Festivals since this
is not the same as tug off the
taps of the gas range itself where
the effect is' immediate. U nfort-
nately, the accusations levelled

against him and the scurilous post-
ers and. pamphlets attackig him
exceeded the bounds of "an objec-
tive halakhic discussion and ap-
peared more like a political attck
on a rabbi who, scholarly though
he was, belonged to a partcular
par, and as such, earned the
automatic condemnation of certain
elements of the rival Ortodox
camp.
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Enough has been said of the
contents of this collection to show
that the younger generation of
Israeli rabbis, particularly those

who have regarded it as their
sacred charge to be spiritual shep-
herds affliated with Israel's largest
religious party, are fully alive to

the problems of Torah and State,
and their wish to keep abreast of
modem conditions is only matched
by their deep and traditional tal-
mudic scholarship. It is a volume
that speaks well of the Israeli
rabbinate and of the Religious
Zionist group.

A. N.

The Sanctity of the Synagogue
edited by BARUCH LiTV

To many of our readers, and
paricularly to members of the rab-
binate, Baruch Litvin has become
a familar figure. At convention
time of the Rabbincal Council of

America, this gentleman with the
graying beard has often been mis-

taken for an older member of the
rabbinate. The discovery that he is
" 1" imere y a ayman comes as a sur-
prise to many. But Baruch Litvin
has displayed more devotion to
Torah and to Halakhah than has
many a Rabbi. He has achieved
deserved fame as the courageous
fighter for the preservation of the

traditional synagogue on the Amer-
ican scene, which has, alas, been
disappearing at an ever increasing

pace. He is the leader of a small
group of men, members of the Con-
gregation Beth Tefias Moses in
Mount Clemens, Micrugan, who
waged a long and gruelling
shuggle for the retention of the
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mechitzah in that communty-a
strggle which ended successfuy
in the Supreme Court of the State
of Michigan. .

The book under review is the
record and one of the results of
Litvin's heroic efforts. Even if his
batte had not been successful, he
would have earned our gratitude
for giving us a veritable store-house
of Jewish law dealig with a sub-

ject the sources for which are not
readiy accessible. For indeed a
store-house this book is. If there is
a criticism in this direction, it is
that the editor has included addi-

tional material which is not, strictly
speakig, pertent to the ime-
diate question of mechitzah and
kedushat beit ha-knesset, such as
an article on "The Jewish Woman"
by Nahida Remy (page 278) which
is most interesting and well-written
but which deals the subject-matter
in a rather general way.

The great merit of the book lies
in the fact that it deals with the

fundamental issue of "whether the
Divine sanctity of Jewish Law shall
be interpreted by those duly quali-
fied and authorized to do so, or by
laymen ignorant of the law and de-
void of such qualifcation and
authority" (Rabbi Emanuel Rack-
man, page 5). Litvin's achievement
has best been summarized by
Rabbi Ephraim Stu who writes
"the Mount Clemens decision has
stemmed the tide which theatened
to sweep all Ortodox synagogues
into the torrents of Conservatim,

and from there, heaven forfend, into
the assimilationist abyss of Reform
(p.9).

The book bears all the hallarks
of carefu and painstakig compila-"

tion of sources and is presented in.
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a very attractive form. It contains

messages from practically all major
Ortodox bodies thoughout the
world and from many renowned
leaders of the Jewish community

who bestow well-deserved praise
upon Baruch Litvin, the kind praise
that cannot by any means be classi-
fied as the sort of self-congratula-

tory panegyrics we sometimes meet
with in other works. Of partcular

interest are the messages of Rabbi
B. Hollander, who writes as elo-
quently as he preaches (page 10),
and of Rabbi Dr. Samson R. Weiss

whose philosophical treatment of
Faith and Observance is superb

(page 22).
The chief signifcance of the

book, however, lies in the fact that
here are gathered all the sources

dealing with mechitzah and tradi-
tional architectue of the syna-

gogue, sources now available within
one volume in clear and lucid
English.

Many who are engaged in the
batte for Ortodoxy in this countr
have long felt that our position has
been weakened by the existence
of mixed pews in nominally tradi-
tional synagogues and by the fact
that some Orthodox rabbis serve
unpertbedly as spiritual leaders
of mixed-pews congregations. It is
for this reason that the thee arti-
cles written by Rabbi Jospeh B.
Soloveitchik, Chairan of the Ha-
lacha Commission of the Rabbini-
cal Councû of America, are of vital
interest. The nrst appears on page
109 and is in the form of a mes-
sage to Rabbi David B. Hollander,
who was president of the Rabbini-
cal Council when this letter was
published at the annual convention

in JulY, 1955. Rabbi Hollander's

name has been omitted from the
original text of the message as pub-
lished in the book, undoubtedly by
error. In this communication Rabbi
Soloveitchik deals unequivocally

with the problem of mechitzah and
rules halakhically that every Orto-
dox Jew ..forego tefillah be'tzibbur
(group prayer) even on Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur, rather
than enter a synagogue with mixed
pews, notwithstanding the fact that
the offciatig rabbi happens to be

a graduate of a great and venerable
Yeshiva." It is quite possible that

many a rabbi has accepted to serve
in such a deviationist congregation

in the hope that he may eventually
be able to restore the mechitzah

where it had been removed or erect
one where it had never existed. This
idea, too, Rabbi Soloveitchik re-
jects: .'Any rabbi or scholar who
attempts to sanction the desecrated
synagogue ipso facto casts a doubt
on his own moral right to function
as a teacher or spiritual leader in
the traditional sense of the word.
No pretext, excuse, ad hoc formula,
missionary complex, or unfounded
fear of losing our foothold in the

Jewish community, can justify the
acceptance of the Christianized
synagogue as a bona fie Jewish
religious institution" (pages 110,
ILL) .

The second contribution by
Rabbi Soloveitchik is a translation
of an original Yiddish article that
appeared in the Jewish Day-Morn-
ing Journal (November 22, 1954).
It deals with the problem of mixed
seating in similarly forthright and
erudite terms. The third is a re-
print of an open letter which ap-
peared in Conservative Judaism,

(Fall 1956). It is a reiteration of
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his previously mentioned rulig. Its

chief signifcance is seen in the

concluding paragraph on page
141: "In conclusion let me say
that it is completely irelevant to

our problem whether fifty or five
percent of the membership of the
Rabbinical Council of America oc-
cupy pulpits in synagogues with
improper seatig arrangements.
The violation of a religious or
ethical principle does not affect its
validity and cogency ~ even though
a large segment of the communty
is engaged in doing so."

The idea that the change in seat-
ing arrangements is in fact a chris-
tianization of the synagogue is also
stressed in a very scholarly and

persuasive article wrtten by the
Editor of TRAITION, Rabbi Nor-
man Lamm, originally published in
TRAITION and which is here re-
printed on pages 299-311. Rabbi
Lamm's artcle has already been
widely acclaimed and this book
could not be imagined wíthout it.
Another distiguished rabbi, Morris
Max, also wrote along these same
lines in an essay that has been
published in pamphlet form by the
Union of Ortodox Jewish Congre-
gations of America and is included
in this book on pages 299-311.

In a very fortght and out-
spoken article Rabbi Dr. Samuel
Belk, the esteemed President of
Yeshiva University, deals with the

position of the Ortodox rabbi
whom ((the American Jewish com-
munity, now reaching matuity, has

learned to admire" for his disci-
plied atttude (page 105). Tur-
ing to the problem of mixed seat-
ing. Dr. Belki writes: "It is an
unquestionable historic fact that as
a symbol of Jewish purity, mixed
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pews have always been foreign to
the synagogue. The past thir
years in America, however, have
seen destrctive action by ireli-
gious organized Temple bodies
whose real motivation-let us not
be satisfied by rationalizations-
was fistly, the desire to imitate the
church." Dr. Belkin makes a spe-

cial point of saying: "the Yeshiva

will not sanction the abrogation of
this essential and characterisic

element of the synagogue." The in-
clusion of the above articles in this
book is especially important at this
tie since many rabbis have failed

to ponder and heed the words of
these revered leaders of American
Ortodoxy.

To the weight of these state-
ments are added the opinons of
two of the greatest rabbiical
authorities living in America today.
Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, the re-
nowned Rosh Yeshivah of Mesivta
Tifereth Jerusalem, and Rabbi
Aaron Kotler, dean of the Yeshiva

of Kletzk, both have written very
erudite and briliant responsa on

the subject of mixed pews which
appear here on pages 118 and 125
respectively. Based on irefutable
talmudic sources, both arrive at the
conclusion that it is forbidden to

worship in a synagogue where
there is no actual physical mechit-
zah.

One of the questions that had
been raised by the antagonists of
mechitzah was the fact that the

Shulchan Arukh does not mention
such a separation. This is answered
very ably by Rabbi Menachem
Mendel Chayyim Landa, one of
the outstanding scholars of Polih
Jewr: "Now in the Shulchan
Arukh there is no mention that a
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women's secton is to be provided
in the synagogue because the Shul-
chan Arukh notes only matters
which mus be observed. But there
is no absolute obligation to have a
women's section in the synagogue
since women are legally exempt
from group prayer."

In another responsum, Rabbi
Hilel Lichtenstein, the world-
famous rabbi of Kolomea, stresses
the point that a synagogue which

has no mechitzah lases its status of
mikdah me' at, a point of view that
has been maintained in our day by
Rabbi Soloveitchik when he refers
to such a place of worship as a

"desecrated synagogue (page 110).
Rabbi Lichtenstein states: "More-
over, even if there is not a single

woman in the synagogue (without
a mechitzah), it is forbidden to en-
ter and pray there, for on account

of this wilul violation it has be-

come desecrated and is no. longer
a 'sanctuary in miniatue'" (page
197).

The book contains also artcles
and source material on the position
of woman in Judaism. Certainy
as far as indicating the proper and
rightf place which she occupies
in Jewish lie, the material is useful;
especially so since the war-cry of
the deviationists has been"equality
for the Jewish woman!" However,
as indicated earlier, some of the
material seems to go too far afield.
Also, the editor has included an
article by Solomon Schechter en-
titled ''Woman in Temple and
Synagogue" which does not shed
too much light on the subject of
mechitzah. Trne, Schechter says:
"On this occasion (Sukkot), how-
ever, the women were confned to
galleries specially erected for them"

and "I am rather inclied to th
that the synagogue took for its
model the arrangements in the
Temple, and thus confed women
to a place of their own." But in

view of the known attitude of the
Conservative movement which
Schechter founded (see page xx in
the Introduction) towards mixed
pews and traditional synagogue
architectue in general, the inclu-

sion of this artcle is rather incom-
prehensible in a volume dedicated
to the cause of synagogue sanctity

-which has been negated by that
very movement which Schechter
has founded. On the subject of the
position of the Jewish woman in
Judaism there was available to the
editor a far more superior group of
thinkers from whose writings selec-
tions could have been made. Cer-
tainy the name of Samson Raphael

Hirsch is conspicuously absent
from this book. His briliant essay

on the role of the Jewish woman in
education (p. 459 in Vol. III of
Gesammelte Schriften) should have
been accorded a place of honor in
a book such as this.
Finally, while personal and

private letters of congratulations

to the editor upon his signal vic-
tory in the courts must surely be a
source of deep satisfaction to him
and to those who share his inex-
ible belief in the sacredness of the
synagogue, their inclusion in this
volume detracts somewhat from
the scholarly and objective natue
of the book, particularly when ref-
erence is made to purely private
matters which have no bearing
whatsover upon the matter under
discussion (see page 92 in the
Hebrew section).
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However, in the light of the gen-
eral nature of this book such criti-
cism is quite insignifcant. This

book, dealing as it does with the
Sanctity of the Synagogue, is itself
a sanctifcation of His Holy Name
-it is a veritable Kidush ha-
Shem. The Jewish community
owes Mr. Litvin its unending grati-
hide. May the Almighty reward
him for his efforts.

F. S.

Jewish Medical Ethics
by IMMANL JAKOBOVITS

The relations between Jewish
Law and Medicine have always
been of interest to Jewish physi-
cians, rabbis, and Jewish laymen.
A great literature exists on Medi-
cine in Jewish scriptures and on
the personalities of Jewish physi-

cians. A great deal of the literature
is listed in Harry Friedenwald s
Bibliography of Ancient Hebrew
Medicine, which was published in
1935 in the Bulletin of the Medical
Library Association. Only a few
outstanding books may be here
mentioned. In 1881 in a book by
I. M. Rabbinowicz, translated from
the French into German by Sig-
mund Mayer, Medicine was treated
only in conjunction with other laws,
as the title Einleitung in die Gesetz-
gebung und die M edizin des Thal-
muds indicates. Entirely dedicated
to Medicine in Jewish scriptues
were then the two books by Prof.
Wilelm Epstein, Die Medizin im
Alten Testament (1901) and Die
M edizin im N euen Testament und
im Talmud (1903). Of. greatest
importance, of course, was the clas-
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sical work of Julius Preuss, Biblisch-
talmudische M edizin ( 1911), re-
printed in 1921 and 1923. The
same year (1911) there appeared
the valuable volume by Max Grun-
wald,. Die Hygiene der Juden. In
1919 followed a book by the fam-
ous Jewish historian of Medicine,
Max Neuburger, Die Medizin in
Flavius Josephus. Also noteworty
is the booklet by Karl Preis, Die

Medizin in der Kabbala (1928)
and the book Hygiene und Juden-
tum (1930), a kind of Symposium
on this topic by different authors.

To the great number of these
and other publications, the book
of Rabbi Jakobovits here under re-
view is a valuable addition, espe-

cially because it includes a great
deal of the post -talmudic Jewish

literature and because the author
tries to clarify certain historical

and comparative aspects. It is also
valuable because of the intention,
expressed in the title, to deal not

only with hisory, but to empha-
size Jewish medical ethics.
This reviewer was somewhat

perplexed by what the author had

in mind under "'Jewish ethics." The
explanatory subtitle omits the word
"'ethics" entirely. The answer of the .
author on page XXXII indicates
that medical ethics is not meant cein

the more technical narrow meaning
of professional propriety, but
rather in the sense in which it is
understood in Roman Catholic
moral philosophy:' The reviewer

must confess that, probably like
many other readers of the book, he
is ignorant in the field of Roman
Catholic moral philosophy and
would have been very grateful for
a real definition of what the author
intended under ceJ ewish medical
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ethcs." The emphasis on ethics in
the title seems to promise more
than the previously mentioned
valuable books have offered. Afer
perusal of the contents of Dr. Jaka-

bovits' work, it seems that the best
definition would be: The influence
of Jewish religious laws on the ac-
tivity (practice) of the physician

and his clients, and theIIuence
of disease and danger to health on
the' validity of Jewish religious laws
in certain instances.

This book makes for very in-
teresting readig. Every page indi-
cates that the author is a highly

competent scholar. Two hundred
and fifty pages of text are followed
by one hundred and thir pages of

notes and quotations in small print.
Of course, a physician studying
this book for Irormation on how
to act and what to advise his pa-
tients according to the Halakhah

and its interpretation by outstand-
ing rabbis and accordig to Jewish
ethics, may nnd, more often than
not, only a variety of dierent opin-
ions without final advice for the
practice of the Law. This, of
. course, is probably not the fault
of the author who does not present
. his own opinions, but rather a his-
torical and comparative view.

This reviewer is sure that this
book wil have more than one edi-
tion and therefore would lie to

mention the followig few sug-
. gestions.

In the chapter about human
healing versus divine providence,

it would be in place to mention or
even to discuss more elaborately the
very interestig responsum of Mai-

monides to his pupil, Joseph Ben

Jehudah, concerng the question
of whether the hour of death of a

hiiah being is defiitely predes-
tied and what, if so, the role of the
physician in practical medicine
should be. In this responsum, pub-
lished in a critical edition by Gott-
hold Weil in 1953, Maimonides de-
nies, in opposition to ortodox
Islam, that the time of death (the
Arabic AdlaI) is predestined, and
emphasizes the plaèe of the phy-
sician in daily lie.

Of the problems that play an
important role in modem medicine,
and which the reviewer missed in
this book, the following may be
mentioned:

The saltless diet and the permis-
sibility of substitution of sodium
. chloride by any other salt for such
patients in preparing the meat in a
kosher kitchen. The Divrei Chay-
yim discusses this question from
the religious viewpoint. The re-
viewer did so from the scientifc
viewpoint in 1953 .in the Journl
of the American Medical Associa-

tion.
The question of the rihIal bath

of women, if, for medical reasons,
they must, for instance, cover a per-
forated eardrm "with cotton, or
have an adhesive plaster on the
body, is a topic worthy of thorough
dicussion.

It is unortnate, incidentally,

to speak of anatomical experiments,
because anatomical procedures are
no experiments. There is no men-
tion of another question of interest
-namely, animal experiments for
medical puroses according to
Jewish law.

The expressions "Old" and "New
Testament" should be replaced by
"Bible" and "Gospel" respectively.

Just because this book is really
" so v~luable an accumulation of
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data and Irormation for the in-
terested reader, the lack of an
index is extemely regrettable. It
would very much have increased
the value of th volume as a refer.
ence.

B. K.

Hellenisic Civilization and
the Jews

by VICTOR TCHERIOVER

Until a generation ago the stu-

dent-even, unwittgly ~ the Jewish

student-of Hellenitic Judaism
often relied upon the works of
such anti-Semitic scholars as Blu-
dau, Stähelin, Wilcken, Wilich,
and, above all, the colossus in the
field of ancient hitory, Tcheri-

kover's teacher, Eduard Meyer. No
one has done more to clarif the
tre picte of this period and to

restore Jewih self-respect than the
late Professor Victor (A vigdor )
Tcherikover of the Hebrew Uni-
versity. The present work is a re-
vised edition, translated into Eng-
lish, of his' Ha-Yehiidim ve'ha-

Yevanim bíTekiifah ha-Hellenisit
(Tel Aviv: Dvir, 1930). It is a
tribute to the scholarship of the

original edition that Tclierikover,

despite a comprehensive acquaint-

ance with the leared literatue
that has since been publihed and
despite the tre scholar's eagerness

to correct himself, has bad to make
relatively few changes in the text.
In those additions and modica-
tions which he has incorporated he
is much indebted to the work of
Elias Bickermann, whom he much
admires. He admits (p. 402) that

he was tempted at fist to use the
Dead Sea Scrolls for an account of
the period and to identi the War
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of the Sons of Light and the Sons

óf Darkness with the strggle be-
tween the Hasidim and the Hellen-
izrs; but hi scholarly restraint

kept hi from doing so since the
datig is so fiercely diputed. The
notes, which are much more exten-
sive than those in the original edi-
tion, have been brought up to date
so as to include the latest epigraph-
ical and papyrological fids and
scholarly contrbutions to the field,
many of the last being by Tcheri-
kover himself; in a few cases (e.g.,
pp. 426, 440, and 536) these notes
indicate that he has changed his

view on the basis of recent schol-
arship.

Tcherikover covers the period

from 332 B.C.E., when Alexander
entered Palestine, to the middle of
the fist centu B.C.E., which
ushered in the Roman period of
Jewish history. Afer an introduc-
tory chapter dicussing the general

characteristics-political, cwtual,
and~ above all, social-of the Hel-
lenistic Age, thus presentig ex-
cellent material for his thesis that
the meetig of Hellenism and
Judaism must be seen against the
background of other encounters of
Hellenim and native traditions
and must not be regarded as being
completely sui generis, the author
divides his book into two par,
dealig with Hellenistic Civila-
tion in Palestie and in the Dias-

pora respectively. Somewhat more
than twce as much space is given
to Palestie than to the Diaspora;

but since the impact of Hellenim
on the Jews was clearly less pro-
nounced in Palestie than in the
Diaspora, more space should have
been devoted to the latter. Tcheri-
kover could well have strengt-



ened the secton on the Diaspora
by drawing more freely from a
work of his which had not ap~
peared at the tie of' the fìst edi-
tion but which is a landmark in

the :Beld, H a-Y ehudim be"M itzrayim
bítekufah ha-Hellenisit-ha-Romit
(Jerusalem: Hebrew University
Press Association, 1945). It is

somewhat disappointig to see such
an iron curain placed between
Palestinian and Diaspora Jewr,
with litte consideration of their
relations with one another, since
th is one of the most important
and most fascinatig areas for the
student of Hellenistic Judaism.

In general, Tcherikover is more
deeply interested in political and
social factors than he is in religious
and cutual factors; the title of the
book is therefore somewhat mis-
leading since (as W. W. Tam real-
ized in the space allotted to these
latter matters in his standard Hel-
lenisic Civilization (3rd ed.; Lon-
don: Edward Arold, 1952)) intel-
lectual and religious questions are

of the most vital signifcance in ar-
riving at any comprehensive view

of the spirit of the period. A usefu
complement to th bóok, conse-
quently, is Salo Baron's A Socil
and Religious Hisory of the Jews

(2nd ed., vols. 1 and 2; New York:
Columbia University Press~ 1952),
though where they overlap Tcheri-
kover is more thorough, partc-
ularly in dicussing the diering
views of scholars on debated ques-
tions. One may now add the stiu-
latig book, though often extava-

gant in its theories, just issued by
Moses Hadas, Hellenisic Culture:
Fusion and Díff1i (New Yqrk:
Columbia University Press, 1959),
which is concerned' chiefly with
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the interaction of Judaism and Hel-
lenim in the realms of language,

literatue, religion, and the arts.
Tcherikover's great strengts are

hi thoroughness in examing all
the. literar sources, his great

knowledge of Hellenistic law, and,
above all, his exhaustive command
of the papyri; and it is fervently to
be hoped that hi death wi not
delay the completion by his col~

laborator Alexander Fuks of the
remaing two volumes of their
monumental Corpus Papyrorum
Judaicarum (VoL. 1; Cambridge,
Mass.: Harard University Press,
1957) .

The heart of Tcherikover's di~

cussion of Hellenitic Palestie is
his discussion (pp. 160 ff.) of the
natue of the reforms insttuted by
Jason the High Priest. In settg
up such institutions as thegyna-
sium for training the youth, Jason,

he argues, was merely replacing
the Jewish theocracy by a Greek

polis ( city-state) without any in-
tention of abolihing the Jewish
religion. Tcherikover, whose doc~
toral thesis was on the Hellenitic
city-states, rightly emphasizes (p.
23) that the polis was not a geo-

graphical but a political-social con-
cept and that it also had an im-

portant religious dimension (pp.

28, 305, 374). But Tcherikover's

major weakness is that he stresses
the social and materialitic forces

and fails to appreciate the religious
factor in Jewish history; and to him
the chief vilains among scholars

in the field are the theologians

~'who have. arrogated to themselves

a monopoly of the study of Jewish
hitory" (p. 206). To hi Jason's
palm is not a religious concept but
a' "way of governent,'" and the
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gynasium is an educational insti-
tution devoid of religious signif-
cance. Yet there was never a di-
vorce between "church" and
"state" in ancient times, as Tche-
rikover himself admits (p. 28)
earlier in his work, and the polis
always expected of its citizens not
merely partcipation in the institu-
tions of governent but also the
worship of the city-state's gods;
and in Hellenistic times the pan-

theon always included both the
native and the Greek deities. The
accusation against a Socrates is not
that he is an atheist in our sense

of the term, but that he does not

worship the gods of the polis, i.e.,
he is not a good citizen. Indeed, in
Xenophon's Apology, Socrates says
( Sect. 11) that the accusation is
il-founded because everyone has
seen him sacrifcing at the com-
munal festivals and on the public
altars. It is precisely this which

made it impossible for observant
Jews to become citizens of Alex-
andria, since, as Tarn, in his H el-

lenisic Civilization, p. 221~ has re-

marked, "Full citienship, i.e., par-
ticipation in governent and legal
administration, entailed worship of
the city gods, which to a Jew
meant apostasy:' Since there were
some twenty-nine Greek poleis in
Palestine and since there was con-
siderable intercourse with other
poleis, particularly in Syria and
Egypt, the Palestiian Jews real-
ized the implications of Jason's in-

novations despite his sensibility to
flagrant violation of the Jewish

religion.
In particular the Jews perceived

that the gynasium was ipso facto
opposed to the Jewish tradition in-
asmuch as the gynasia of Hellen-
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istic times had numerous busts of
deities, particularly of Hermes. and
Heracles, the patron gods of the
gynasia. Tcherikover asserts (p.
166) that these statues "had no
special cult signifcance," but we
know (see H. I. Marrou, A Hisory
of Education in Antiquity, trans.,
by G. l.amb (New York: Sheed
and Ward, 1956), p. 109) that in
the Hellenistic cities which Jason
was clearly imitatn:g the students
in the gymnasia joined in religious
processions, sang hymns to the
gods, and even participated in
sacrices. It is tre, as Tcherikover

notes(p. 167), that the delegates

whom Jason sent to the athletic
games at Tyre requested that the,
money which they bore as a gift
be used in ship-building rather
than in sacrifcing to the city-god,

as was normally the case with such
gifs; but the fact is that all athletic
contests in antiquity were definitely
under the patronage of the gods, so
that even partcipation as a spec-

tator (cf. Avodah zarah, ISb) in-
volved a compromise with Judaism.
In the Diaspora, even so devout a

Jew as Philo attended the sports
contests, but the Jews of Palestie
who opposed Jason realized the in-
compatibility of these institutions.
with the Jewish tradition and
feared that they would spread
the small wealthy class for whom
they were originally intended to
the masses.

In his treahnent of Diaspora

Jewr, Tcherikover is guilty at
times of generalizing too hastily
from the vital but skipy evidence
of the papyri. Thus, 

on the basis of
the only divorce involving Jews
which we have to date discovered
on papyri, he concludes (p. 350) ~



from its Hellenistic formulae (and,
we might add, the clear violation of
Halaldah in that it states that the
husband and wife agree to be di-
vorced from one another, with no
indication that it is the husband

who is divorcing the wife) ~ that
Jewish family-life was' conducted
according to Hellenistic law. . In a
rare display of carelessness, he

asserts (p. 349) that we find "in~
stances" when marriage and divorce
of Alexandrian Jews were con-
ducted in accordance with Hellen-

istic law; but this divorce is the
only such instance which exits, and
there are no documents, to my
knowledge, in all the papyri of

Jewish marriages. I should like,
moreover, to suggest the possibility
that something analogous to the
procedure followed in divorces in
the United States may also have
been in force in Alexandria-that is,
both a religious and' a secuar di~
vorce may have been drawn up,
with the latter deposited with the

civil authoritiés. Moreover, this one
divorce dates from the Augustan
period, shortly after the limits of
time encompassed in this book; and
Tcherikover fails to consider the
possibility that changes may have
occurred in the Jewish community,
their family life, and their relation-
ship to the civil authorities during

the period from Alexander to
Augustus.

From this one divorce and from
four papyr indicating that the Jews
charged interest at the usual rate of
24% per year during the Ptolemaic
period, Tcherikover draws the fol-
lowing conclusion (p. 350): "If,
then, Jewish family-life and :fnan-
cial business were conducted ac-
cording to Hellenistic law, it is clear

Book Reviews. cthat the Jews in Egyt were very
highly assimilated, and that even
the community did not save many
of them from being swallowed up
among the Greeks." That there
were many individuals in Hellen-
istic Egyt who deviated from Or-
thodoxy cannot be disputed; but to
say that loans at interest indicate a
very highly assimilated community
is to neglect the fact that many

Jews today who are otherwise not
highly assimilated do conduct their
financial transactions in accordance
with secular law and through secu-

lar channels. Moreover, though the
argumentum ex silentio is danger-
ous, it is possible that we have the
documents of the assimilated Jews,
since they were deposited in the
gentile courts, whose records have
been uncovered; we know (Tosefta
Ketubot, 3: 1) that Alexandria had
a Beth Din, but we have yet to :fnd
any documents from it. Tcherikover
himself in a note (p. 526, n. 31)

admits that "the available papyro-

logical material is always fortitous
and every new discovery may alter
our oultlook considerably." Never~

theless, it seems unlikely that much
Success in preventing assimilation
would have been achieved by a
community which had forgotten its
Hebrew almost completely, which
glorifed the Greek translation of
the Bible as perfect (see the Letter

of . Ariseas, esp. section 30), and
which, from the available evidence,
seems, like much of the modern
Diaspora, to have relied solely upon
a system of Sabbath schools for the
teaching of the Torah.

Tcherikover often (e.g., pp. 345,
354) indicates that there are strik-
ing parallels between Hellenistic and
modern Jewry, particularly in the
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problems of assimilation faced by
the Diaspora, but he pursues none

of them at any lengt. Though it is
marked by lucidity, the book is
stylistically not an exciting one,
pary perhaps because somethg
is lost in translation, but pary also
because T cherikover is so intent,
and justifably so, on presenting all
the texts, analyzing the language

minutely, and evaluating all the
major scholarly theories on a given
problem. I have noted a camparaN
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tively small number of tyographi-
cal errors and other, largely meN

chanical, mistakes, particularly in
the bibliography, but otherwise the
book is well printed. Al in all,
despite the reservations noted, the

work represents a high standard of
meticuous and balanced scholar-
ship. Tcherikover has indeed 

buit
for himself momentum aeTe peren-
nius.

L. H. F.


